Love and Wisdom in Action
For the health and vitality of the planet and all its Inhabitants
A unifying framework for an innovative and natural way of organizing ourselves as a species.
WHAT IS ECO-GOVERNANCE?
RETURN TO ESSENCE
Organizing Question

How do we organize as a species to exponentially heal the damage and trauma we have caused, and ensure a thriving world for all of Life in the shortest possible time?
VISION

Mother Earth, humanity and the entire community of Life flourish, and all human beings are supported in realizing their unique potential as wise and compassionate stewards of our planetary home.
PURPOSE

To protect and cultivate the health and vitality of the planet and all its inhabitants for generations to come.

*This purpose is thus also the meta-purpose that informs all social systems, including economy, law, education, media, technology, social services, etc.*
WHOLE-SYSTEM HEALTH
A HOLISTIC APPROACH

WHOLE SYSTEM HEALTH
WATER, TREES &
THE VITALITY CODE
THE VITALITY CODE

This primary code of Nature ensures:
All diverse parts of the interconnected whole receive
precisely what they need in order to manifest their
unique potential in mutual nourishment with the whole.
A CODE OF HEALTHY ABUNDANCE
A CODE OF HEALTHY ABUNDANCE
WHAT ARE THE PRIMARY TASKS OF ECO-GOVERNANCE?
The first primary task of Eco-Governance is to protect, heal, regenerate and restore right relationship with The Foundations of Life.
PRIMARY TASK 2: CORE NEEDS

The second primary task of Eco-Governance is to ensure the 7 Core Needs of all humans and animals are met. This includes co-creating the conditions necessary for all to manifest their fullest potential in mutual nourishment with all of Life.
PRIMARY TASK 3:
VITALIZING FLOW OF ENERGY & INFORMATION

The third primary task of Eco-Governance is to ensure the most vitalizing flow of energy and information throughout human society and the planetary biosphere.
PRIMARY TASK 4: SPHERES OF CULTURE & CONSCIOUSNESS

The fourth primary task of Eco-Governance is to support the healing, reimagining and evolution of all domains of human culture and consciousness in ways that nourish the health and vitality of the whole.
Healing the relationship and balance of the feminine and masculine principles in Sacred Stewardship of all Life.

Cultivating a culture of Sacred Relationship and deep kinship and collaboration with and for all of Life.
CORE VALUES

WHOLE
SYSTEM
HEALTH
CORE ACTIONS
CODES FOR A HEALTHY EARTH
Cultivating Peace with All of Life

PREAMBLE

The urgent and complex global challenges we face will not be resolved from within the same systems that created them. Today, people of all cultures and ages are rising up around the world to demand a fundamental transformation of how we organize ourselves as a species.

Hundreds of millions of people and millions of groups are working on countless regenerative and compassionate solutions. Throughout this vast and diverse global movement there is a growing recognition that we already have the knowledge, skills, ideas, technologies and resources, as well as the wise, service-based leadership, to effectively address all our escalating crises. Our primary challenge is to align and organize effectively for whole-system healing and transformation.

To ensure an optimal integration of our global abundance of wisdom and solutions, it is essential that We, the People, reclaim our individual and collective authority and responsibility to align ourselves and our social systems (governance, law, economics, media, education, etc.) with the principles of Life and evolving human consciousness.

In light of this recognition, we, Citizens of Earth, are united around a whole-system healing framework that effectively supports citizen-led self-organization at the local and global levels to realize our shared needs and aspirations for a Healthy Earth.

DECLARATION

We, Citizens of Earth, unite in love and concern for our planetary home and all its inhabitants. We come together as one humanity, across national, cultural and ideological boundaries, to restore the well-being of all Life on Earth.
PRIMARY ISSUES
ECO-SYSTEM OF DERIVATIVE & INTERDEPENDENT ISSUES
ISSUE EXPLORATION FRAMEWORK
ISSUE REPRESENTATION

- Human & Non-Human Stakeholders
- Wisdom, Skills & Expertise
- Initiated Alignments
- Process Facilitation
- Stewardship Roles
DECISION-MAKING CRITERIA

- Most Vitalizing
- Most Efficient
- Most Compassionate
- Most Impactful

WHOLE SYSTEM HEALTH
SPIRALS OF DISCERNMENT

CRITERIA

Most Vitalizing
Most Efficient
Most Compassionate
Most Impactful

WHOLE SYSTEM HEALTH
COMMUNITY-LED
SELF-ORGANIZATION
NETWORKS OF VITALIZING INFORMATION EXCHANGE

URBAN GARDENING, ZERO WASTE, SOCIAL JUSTICE, HOLISTIC HEALTH, PERMACULTURE, RECYCLING, REGENERATIVE EDUCATION, ETC.
PERSONAL TO GLOBAL
LOCALIZATION & BIOREGIONALISM
ACTION CIRCLES
ADVISORY CIRCLES
SERVICE CIRCLES

RESEARCH, VIDEOGRAPHY, TRANSPORT, MEDIATION, TRANSLATION, ETC.
CIRCLES IN COMMUNITY

ACTION CIRCLES

ADVISORY CIRCLES

SERVICE CIRCLES
INITIATE ~ JOIN ~ CONTRIBUTE ~ OBSERVE

INDIVIDUAL ENGAGEMENT

ACTION CIRCLES

INDIVIDUAL

ADVISORY CIRCLES

SERVICE CIRCLES
GENERATIVE CIRCLES

CARE ~ SHARE ~ LEARN ~ POLLINATE
ACTIVATE ~ CO-CREATE
ISSUE EXPLORATION
MANDALA

ADVISORY CIRCLES
Guardian

REPRESENTATION
Wisdom, Skills & Expertise

ISSUE EXPLORATION
Needs

CRITERIA
Most Important

Issue-Focused
Synergy

Process Facilitation
Synergy

Opportunities
Aligned Initiatives

Most Efficient
Compassionate

Most Valuing
Challenges

Human & Non-Human Stakeholders
EVE:
EVOLVING VIRTUAL ECOSPHERE
WHOLE-SYSTEM SOCIAL FUNCTIONS

- Governance, Law & Justice
- Learning & Education
- Agriculture, Food & Water
- Culture & Consciousness
- Health & Healing
- Science, Energy & Technology
- Habitat, Transport & Infrastructure
- Communication & Media
- Value Creation, Sharing & Exchange
- Peace, Safety & Harmony in Diversity
- Cosmos & Extraterrestrial Relationships
- Climate, Environment & Community of Life
A HOLONIC PERSPECTIVE
LEVELS OF RESOLUTION

LEARNING & EDUCATION
EVE & INFORMATION STEWARDSHIP

- STEWARDSHIP CIRCLES
- ORGANIZATIONS
- INITIATIVES
- ISSUES
- RESOURCES
- FORUMS
- Q & A
- EVENTS
- COURSES
- ETC.
WHERE DO WE BEGIN?
FRAMEWORK FOR WHOLE-SYSTEM SIMULTANEOUS EVOLUTION
WHOLE-SYSTEM REDESIGN

LAW ~ MEDIA ~ ECONOMY ~ EDUCATION ~ FOOD ~ WATER ~ ENERGY ~ INFRASTRUCTURE . . .
AMPLIFYING WHAT WORKS:
PRINCIPLES AND PRACTICES
ONE LAW THAT CHANGES EVERYTHING!

WORLD WATER LAW
THE WORLD WATER LAW REQUIRES

• the uncompromising protection and restoration of all natural water sources, watersheds, aquifers, rivers, lakes, wetlands, estuaries and oceans

• the rewilding of ecosystems, necessary for the restoration of the planetary water-cycle

• the guaranteed, free access of all humans and animals to natural, uncontaminated Water

• all governments corporations, communities, and individuals are held fully accountable for their impact on all waters everywhere.
A WEB OF INTEGRITY
Eco-Governance Community

Love and Wisdom in Action

Request to Join

ecogovernance.earth
LOVE IN ACTION: Sacred Stewardship for a Thriving World

By Shelley Ostroff PhD
shelley@togetherincreation.org